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Abstract: At effective cash management, financial managers must obtain real information about the condition of the higher education institution's cash. 
Idle cash can be invested through banks that are short-term and low risk (Lienert 2009). Also, real-time cash information can reveal where the company 
is currently storing cash and the cycle of the behavior of accounts receivable and short-term debt. In this case, institutions can collaborate with banks by 
the 2nd pillar of industry 4.0, autonomous robots; and the 4th pillar of industry 4.0, system integration through a virtual account system. This paper is a 
research proposal that can be used in future research to analyze a collaboration model that can be used by higher education institutions to manage cash 
effectively through the banking system with an industry 4.0 perspective. 
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———————————————————— 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The Cash Management System is the main key for the 
financeunit to manage its institutional finances effectively 
and efficiently. Good cash management to be able to see 
thecurrent cash position and cash predictions in the future. 
Each idle cash can be used to be placed in investment 
products owned by financial institutions to provide 
maximum returns. Idle cash can be a new source of income 
for institutions. According to Lienert (2009), there are four 
main objectives of modern cash management: 
1. Ensure sufficient cash to meet maturing obligations. 
2. Request for financing only when needed. 
3. Maximizing idle cash returns. 
4. Managing risk, by investing in surplus funds against the 

adequacy of collateral. 
 

Financial managers must receive daily updated information 
regarding the condition of the institution's cash. Daily cash 
information, can be done with the Sweep Account 
mechanism. This mechanism is usedby institutions that 
have many accounts in their operational activities. Each 
branch office or institutional work unit has a real account. 
Every day, the system will transfer funds from branch / 
other operational accounts to the main account then make 
placement on the money market. Sweep Accounts have 
been carried out by private companies and state-owned 
companies. Another mechanism is to use a virtual account. 
A virtual account is a subaccount that is affiliated with a 
pooling current account. Accounts of branch unit / other 
operational accounts in the form of virtual accounts instead 
of real accounts. With this mechanism, the institution does 
not manage many real accounts to carry out its operational 
activities. Higher education institutions manage large funds 
obtained from new student admissions, semester student 
payments, research funds, and income from bilateral 
cooperation services with a company. New student 
admissions are centralized, but cash operational 
management is decentralized for each faculty by opening 
real accounts on behalf of the faculty concerned. Each 
faculty has autonomy in managing its expenses and 
incomes. With a centralized mechanism, strategic 
institutional decision-making processes can be carried out 
quickly, whereas with decentralization the decision-making 
process can run slowly (Alessandra Arcuri, Giuseppe Dari-
Mattiacci, 2009).  

 
Decentralized cash management can also provide flexibility 
to work units (e.g. Faculties) to manage their finances 
without always having to coordinate with the central 
treasury. However, there are difficulties in monitoring 
transactions and consolidating cash. The virtual account 
that is often used by higher education institutions is the 
virtual account payment. This feature allows institutions to 
be able to identify tuition fees thatautomate a student 
portal.For example, students cannot see the transcript 
before tuition is paid. After students make payments, the 
Academic Portal will automatically provide access to view 
academic transcripts. Higher education institutions can 
further take advantage of the virtual account capabilities, 
with the cash-out identification feature. The central treasury 
can reduce the use of real accounts, which are difficult to 
consolidate. With virtual accounts for faculty, departments, 
lecturer research, or third-party projects. So that the central 
treasury can monitor transaction mutations from only one 
pooling current account. Previous research discussed the 
application of industry 4.0 (Haseeb, Hussain, Slusarczyk, 
Jermsittiparsert, 2019) and cash management (Mungal, 
Garbharran, 2014) in the SME business segment. 
Furthermore, research in the concept of industry 4.0 and 
education industries is needed to help their manager 
building integrated solutions of education industry 4.0. This 
paper is proposal research of the application of a cash 
management strategy in higher education institutions which 
is focused on the concept of a virtual account system with 
an industry 4.0 perspective. 
 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Ground Theory 
Cash management activities involve monitoring every cash 
in and cash out related to business activities (Bragg, 2014). 
The goal is that the company must have sufficient liquidity 
to operate its business and future payment of accounts 
payable and short-term investment in its liquidity position. 
According to Bragg (2014), the following are the main 
aspects of cash management : 
a. Information aggregation. It is impossible to manage cash 

without knowing the current position of cash, detail cash 
in and cash out, also how the cash will be spent. The 
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system aggregation will showthe current position of 
cash, which operation units have surplus/deficit cash. 
Alsoshow the cycle behaviors of accounts receivable 
and short-term debt. 

b. Liquidity management.  With sufficient current cash 
information, the company can invest excess funds and 
get financing with a good plan so that current cash will 
always be sufficient to meet business operational needs. 

c. Risk management. The company should periodically 
evaluate the business partners whether their financial 
conditions could have an impact on financial failure. 
Moreover, transactions in foreign currencies should be 
evaluated periodically whether hedging is required. The 
same can be done with interest rate fluctuations. 
 

This study focuses on cash management in the first aspect, 
information aggregation using a virtual account system in 
collaboration with banks. 
 
2.2 Industry 4.0 
In the industry 4.0 era, all business categories require to 
change according to change market behavior in terms of 
easy access to information, ease of transactions, 
transparency of processes, integration of activities, and so 
on. Industry 4.0 turns standard machines into self-learning 
machines that aim to improve process performance, smart 
manufacturing platforms for industries, and real-time data 
monitoring and tracking. There are nine pillars in industry 
4.0 (Vaidya, Ambad, Bhosle, 2018), such as : 
a. Big data and analytics 
b. Autonomous robot 
c. Simulation 
d. System integration 
e. Internet of things 
f. Cyber-security and cyber-physical system 
g. Cloud infrastructure 
h. Additive manufacturing 
i. Augmented reality 

 
Changes in a business model, including affecting the 
education industry. The education industry must make 
changes at every point of activity, including finance, 
research, recording student grades, teaching and learning 
processes, libraries, campus clinics, Student Activity Units, 
and cashless canteens. In terms of financial management, 
education institutions can work together with banks to build 
systems following the 2nd pillar, autonomous robots, and 
the 4th pillar, system integration. Banking can help 
education institutions to automate financial records by 
integrating the bank system with the educational institution 
system. The application of industry 4.0 to financial 
management can provide benefits: more accurate financial 
planning, reduce delays between real transactions and 
financial records, and improve resource efficiency (Ejsmont, 
Gladysz, Kluczek, 2020). 
 
2.3 Cash Management 
Information sharing that runs across organizations, 
facilitated by IT systems can improve the quality and speed 
of the decision-making process (Hurber, 1990). This was 
adopted by Motorola which performs cross-border cash 
management supported by Citibank's IT system from cash 
management. Motorola collaborates strategically with 

Citibank to establish a collection and disbursement 
mechanism for cash payments between Motorola and its 
suppliers (Holland, Lockett, Richard, Blackman, 1994). 
Cash management is needed because there is a mismatch 
between the maturity of payment obligations and the 
availability of cash. Although the annual budget is balanced 
between income and expenses but in actual practice that is 
not always smooth (Lienert, 2009). Managers of an 
institution need financial information in real-time and easily 
accessible. This is necessary to make planning, 
organizational management, and effective decision making. 
In day-to-day operations, a finance manager must ensure 
that the income and expenditure of the institution are tight. 
This can be done by creating a cash budget. A cash budget 
can be a tool for controlling and planning cash effectively. If 
there is excess cash, the financial manager can invest 
(Boersma, 2013). Meanwhile, if there is a shortage of cash, 
the institution must immediately seek financing. Making a 
cash budget can be done on a quarterly, monthly,even on 
daily basis. Knowing the cash position in real-time can help 
financial managers to prepare a cash budget appropriately. 
Any cash changes that are not as predicted must be 
adjusted to the cash budget. Effective cash management 
must be carried out in collaboration with banking 
institutions. The bank has an effective mechanism and can 
be collaborated with the system owned by the institution. 
The use of physical money inpayment, slowly but sure, will 
be abandoned. Cash is receivedin the form oftuition fees, 
research funds, charity funds, government subsidies, and 
fees of consultant services to clients. Meanwhile, cash 
disbursements are in the form of payments to suppliers, 
research expenses, employee salaries, purchase of office 
stationery, and electricity/water bills. Cash-in and cash-out 
can be executed using a cashless mechanism. 

 
Figure2.1. Cash flow illustration 

 
The use of physical cash can increase operational risks 
such as loss, miscalculation, or being scattered. Besides 
that, it also has the potential to invite other parties to 
commit crimes of theft and robbery. Banking cash 
management provides a cashless solution for institutions in 
managing cash in and cash out. 
 
2.4 Virtual account 
A virtual account is a sub-account affiliated with a pooling 
account. The pooling account is a real account. Every 
transaction from the virtual account will be recorded 
automatically into the system. For cash-in transactions, 
each bill will be invoiced automatically by the institution's 
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system or manually by the financial administration 
department. The system will provide a payment notification 
to the payer who holds a specific virtual account number. 

 
Figure2.2. Virtual account scheme 

 
Description : 
1. An institution’s system that is integrated with the bank’s 

system, creates a virtual account and provides 
information to the bank system regarding the number 
and amount of bills. 

2. The institution’s system informs the virtual account and 
the amount of the bill to the payer. 

3. Payer makes payments through the available bank 
channels. 

4. Bank channel forwards payment instructions to core 
banking. 

5. Core banking records transactions and sends 
notifications to the virtual account management system. 

6. The virtual account system notifies the institution’s 
system and flags payments that the transaction has 
been completed. 

7. A message is generated automatically to inform the 
payer that a payment was successful. 
 

2.5 Research framework 
The measuring instrument for the application of virtual 
accounts in higher education uses the balanced scorecard 
method. Research should be able to answer the following 
questions: 
a. How can the virtual account mechanism help 

universities in managing their cash? 
b. Financial: What is the financial impact on operational 

efficiency and idle cash returns? 
c. Internal business process: How can the impact of 

process simplification and integrated cash monitoring 
assist the implementation of daily monitoring? 

d. Innovation & learning: How do employees and lecturers 
adapt to system changes from conventional 
mechanisms to virtual accounts? 

e. Customers: How do students view the ease of payment 
via virtual account? 
 

 
Figure2.3. Research framework 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 
This paper is a research proposal that can be used in future 
research to analyze the virtual account application model in 
educational institutions.The future research is exploratory 
by conducting literature studies and interviews with key 
informants, such as lecturers, students, university finance 

staff, and banking practitioners in the cash management 
field consisting of sales, product leaders, and Unit Heads. 
 

4. CONCLUSION & IMPLICATION 
The industry 4.0 era demands that every industrial sector 
must change, including the education industry. Changing 
conventional education work patterns to education industry 
4.0 can be done by collaborating with banks through the 
application of virtual accounts. This research will have a 
theoretical benefit, analyzes conceptual and model based 
on the balanced scorecard method on the application of 
virtual accounts. The study will conduct from both sides' 
perspective:a banking institution andan education institution 
regarding the collaboration model education industry 4.0. It 
also has managerial benefits, managers at higher education 
institutions can consider options for using virtual accounts 
in terms of efficiency of managing cash in and cash out. 
This proposal can be the first step for researchers to initiate 
research on the education industry 4.0. 
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